



From \Studies on the History of Modern
Japanese Society" to \The Development
of Civil Revolution Thought":
The Early Stage of Takuya Hatori's Studies.
??????? ?
Prof. Takuya Hatori published two books in 1950s: Studies on the
History of Modern Japanese Society and The Development of Civil
Revolution Thought. The main theme of the former was to study
the Jiyu-Minken-Undo in Japan, that is, the \Movement for Freedom
and Citizens' Rights" in the Meiji era, the latter's theme being the
development of British social thought from J. Lock to A. Smith. But
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2) ???????? 1?2 ??????????????1954??1955?????






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































?1951c???????????????????20 ? 3 ?
?1953????????????????????1??2????????22
? 1?3 ?
?????1953?????????????????????22 ? 2 ?
?1954a???????????????????????22 ? 5 ?
?????1954????????????????????23 ? 1 ?
?1954b???????????????
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?1958???????????????????? ?????????
?????????????12 ? 1 ?
?1979????????? IX????
?????????1958??????????????????????26 ? 4 ?
?????1962????????????????????
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